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December 12th 2012:Sexual Initiation
A candid discussion about Sexual Initiation in different arenas
is sparked by the release of the movie, The Sessions,
originally called The Surrogate. Join internationally renowned
sex and intimacy author, Amara Charles in conversation with
Mukee Okan, who trained as a surrogate partner in 1995 with
IPSA, International Professional Surrogates Association. Enjoy
an enlightening and informative discussion about the current
model of surrogate partner therapy, training and other direct
sexual education. This film has opened up a new world of
awareness of sex education and healing into the public a
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Mukee Breezes Love
Mukee Breezes Love, http://www.thePussyTalks.com is about creating the first Sexual
Healing Education center as model for Centers all over the world. Right now there is a
perfect property near Byron Bay, ready-to-go. Mukee is seeking an investor who is also
inspired by this vision. Imagine our world transformed through enhanced sexual wellbeing, where sex is brought from the shadows into the light and discourse is opened
and reframed to embrace our natural beauty and evolutionary potential. Imagine now a
Center established and dedicated to fulfilling this vision of healing humanity from the
core essence of human being to inspire, elevate and expand
Read more

Amara Charles
Amara Charles Keeps the Fire states: if there is any single thing which I believe most
strongly, it is that we all have the need for happiness in our intimate relationships. What
is required is honest communication, the ability to listen and enough personal power
to ask for what you want. The way to win the utmost joy in life is to cherish the people
closest to you by supporting their dreams and treating them with gratitude and respect.
Internationally renowned sex and intimacy author Amara Charles has facilitated
Spiritual Sexuality programs around the world since 1989. Her dynamic, insightful and
often provocative presentations inspire her audiences to uplift their relationships to
profoun
Read more
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